Pre-AP Course Letter of Commitment
For Students and Parents

The Pre-Advanced Placement Program (Pre-AP) is a collaborative effort between dedicated
students, teachers, and parents.
Students qualify for enrollment in Pre-AP courses based on interest as well as ability since the
curriculum requires more advanced and intensive work.
Pre-AP classes prepare students for advanced coursework in Advanced Placement and Dual
Credit courses. Enrollment in these programs gives students the opportunity to earn college
credit while enrolled in high school.
Print, sign, and bring to registration to indicate your understanding and agreement with the
expectations that pertain to you as a Pre-AP student or parent in the Birdville Independent
School District.
Pre-AP Student
 I will accept the challenge of higher
academic standards
 I will develop independent learning skills
and manage my time effectively
 I will realize that the Pre-AP curriculum
work is rigorous and fast paced.
 I will commit to essential levels of selfcontrol and discipline including regular
attendance
 I will come to class on time and will turn
in assignments on time according to
teacher directive or syllabus
 I will attend tutorials as often as
necessary for success
 I understand that before considering
exiting the class I must follow district
procedure as outlined in the Advanced
Academic Handbook
 I will work with my parents and staff to
choose the appropriate placement within
Advanced Academics in the future

Date and Signature

Pre-AP Parent
 I will help create an environment that will
foster independent learning skills and
effective time management while
recognizing my student’s study of diverse
and rigorous material
 I will encourage my son or daughter to
come prepared for class each day as
directed by the teacher and meet all
deadlines without extended time
 I will support the advanced academic
teachers
 I will support my student’s need to take
advantage of tutorials before and after
school.
 I will assist my student in choosing the
appropriate placement within Advanced
Academics in the future
 I understand that before considering
removal from a Pre-AP Class, all district
procedure, as outlined in the Advanced
Academic Handbook, must be followed
 I am aware that good grades are not
always synonymous with academic rigor
and academic excellence

___________________________________
Date and Signature

